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Abstract: The increasing demand for wireless communication introduces efficient spectrum utilization challenge. To address this
challenge, cognitive radio (CR) is emerged as the key technology; which enables opportunistic access to the spectrum. CR is a form of
wireless communication in which a transceiver can intelligently detect which communication channels are in use and which are not, and
instantly move into vacant channels while avoiding occupied ones. This optimizes the use of available radio-frequency (RF) spectrum
while minimizing interference to other users. In this paper, we present a state of the art on the use of Multi Agent Systems (MAS) for
spectrum access using cooperation and competition to solve the problem of spectrum allocation and ensure better management. Then we
propose a new approach which uses the CR for improving wireless communication for a single cognitive radio mobile terminal (CRMT).
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genetic algorithms, decision trees, fuzzy logic or
classification algorithms) [3].

1. Introduction
The Cognitive Radio (CR) was presented officially by
Joseph Mitola in 1999, and since, this concept has been
very popular with researchers in several fields such as
telecommunications, artificial intelligence, and even
philosophy. Joseph Mitola has defined the CR as "a radio
that employs model-based reasoning to achieve a specified
level of competence in radio-related domains" [11].
Most researches on CR networks have focused on the
exploitation of unused spectrum. However, the CR nodes
possess the necessary qualities to make a considerable
progress in the reliability of wireless networks [2], which
has been less explored, so that is why we were interested
by improving the wireless link reliability of a video
conferencing application.
The aim of our paper is to propose a technique to improve
wireless communication to a video conferencing
application for a mobile terminal using the CR for only
one CRMT. For this, it seemed appropriate to choose a
scenario on which we will apply our approach. Our
technique is based on machine learning. In our future
work, we will seek to improve real-time application
performance related to many CRMT based on MAS.

CRs need to have the ability to learn and adapt their
wireless transmission according to the ambient radio
environment. Intelligent algorithms such as those based on
machine learning, genetic algorithms, and fuzzy control
are therefore key to the implementation of CR technology.
In general, these algorithms are used to observe the state of
the wireless environment and build knowledge about the
environment. This knowledge is used by a cognitive radio
to adapt its decision on spectrum access. For example, a
secondary user can observe the transmission activity of
primary users on different channels. This enables the CR
to build knowledge about the primary users' activity on
each channel. This knowledge is then used by the CR to
decide which channel to access so that the desired
performance objectives can be achieved (e.g. throughput is
maximized while the interference or collision caused to the
primary users is maintained below the target level) |4|.
2.1. Neural Networks

In this paper, we first present how Artificial Intelligence
techniques can be used in the Cognitive Radio networks.
Then, we present a state of the art concerning the use of
MAS in the context of CR, after that we explain our
approach and describing the proposed scenarios and
finally, the results of our experimentation.

A multilayered neural network was used to model and
estimate the performances of IEEE 802.11 networks. This
neural network provides a black-box model for the nonlinear relationship between the inputs and the outputs. This
neural network model can learn from training data which
can be obtained in an on-line manner when the real-time
measurement data are available. Therefore, this model is
suitable for a cognitive radio network for which a prompt
response to the changing radio environment is required
from an unlicensed user |4|.

2. Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive Radio

2.2. Fuzzy Logic

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques for learning and
decision making can be applied to design efficient
cognitive radio systems. The concept of machine learning
was applied to CR for capacity maximization and dynamic
spectrum access. Different learning algorithms can be used
in CR networks (Hidden Markov Model, neural networks,

Fuzzy logic is often combined with neural networks that
can adapt to the environment during the evolution of a CR
system. A fuzzy logic control system can be used to obtain
the solution to a problem given imprecise, noisy, and
incomplete input information.
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In short, instead of using complicated mathematical
formulations, fuzzy logic uses human-understandable
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fuzzy sets and inference rules to obtain the solution that
satisfies the desired system objectives. The main
advantage of fuzzy logic is its low complexity. Therefore,
fuzzy logic is suitable for real-time cognitive radio
applications in which the response time is critical to
system performance.
In general, there are three major components in a fuzzy
logic control system: fuzzifier, fuzzy logic processor, and
defuzzifier. While the fuzzifier is used to map the crisp
inputs into fuzzy sets, the fuzzy logic processor
implements an inference engine to obtain the solution
based on predefined sets of rules. Then, the defuzzifier is
applied to transform the solution to the crisp output [4].

3. Multi Agent Systems and Cognitive Radio
The association of MAS and the CR can provide a great
future for the optimal management of frequencies (in
comparison with the rigid control techniques proposed by
the telecommunications operators). In the case of use of
unlicensed bands, the CR terminals have to coordinate and
cooperate to best use the spectrum without causing
interference.
In [251, the authors propose an architecture based on
agents where each CR terminal is equipped with an
intelligent agent, there are modules to collect information
about the radio environment and of course the information
collected will be stored in a shared knowledge base that
will be accessed by all agents. The proposed approach is
based on cooperative MAS (the agents have common
interests). They work by sharing their knowledge to
increase their collective and individual gain.
Agents are deployed on the PUs and SUs terminals and
cooperate with each other in the works proposed in [231
116| 117|. By cooperative MAS, we mean that PU agents
exchanged t-uples of messages in order to improve
themselves and the neighbourhood of SU agents. They
propose that the SUs should make their decision based on
the amount of available spectrum when they find a suitable
offer (without waiting for response from all PUs). In other
words, the SU agent should send messages to the
appropriate neighbour PU agent and of course the
concerned PU must respond to these agents to an
agreement on sharing the spectrum. After the end of the
spectrum use, the SU must pay the PU.
A comparison is made in 116| between an agent and a CR.
Basically, both of them are aware of their surrounding
environments through interactions, sensing, monitoring
and they have autonomy and control over their actions and
states. They can solve the assigned tasks independently
based on their individual capabilities or can work with
their neighbours by having frequent information
exchanges.
To make the CR systems practical, it requires that several
CR networks coexist with each other. However, this can
cause interference. The authors of 114| think that to
remedy this problem, the SU can cooperate to sense the
spectrum as well as to share it without causing interference
to the PU. For this, they propose schemes to protect the PU
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from interferences by controlling the transmission power
of the cognitive terminal.
In |20| |I5|. the authors propose cooperation between PUs
and SUs and between SUs only. Agents are deployed on
the user's terminals to cooperate and result in contracts
governing spectrum allocation. SU agents coexist and
cooperate with the PU agents in an Ad hoc CR
environment using messages and mechanisms for decision
making. Since the internal behaviours of agents are
cooperative and selfless, it enables them to maximize the
utility function of other agents without adding costs result
in terms of exchanged messages.
However, the allocation of resources is an important issue
in CR systems. It can be done by making the negotiation
among SUs [22) |24|. In |22| the authors propose a model
based on agents for the spectrum trading in a CR network.
But instead of negotiating spectrum directly with the PU
and SU. a broker agent is included. This means that the
equipment of PU or SU does not require much intelligence
as it does not need to perform the spectrum sensing. The
objective of this trading is to maximize the benefits and
profits of agents to satisfy the SU. The authors proposed
two situations, the first uses a single agent who will exploit
and dominate the network, in either case there will be
several competing agents.
The authors in 1131 study the use of CR in wireless LANs
and the possibility of introducing the technology of agents,
in other words they try to solve the problem of radio
resources allocation by combining resources management
WLAN in a decentralized environment, this by using
MAS. For this, they propose an approach based on MAS
for sharing information and decisions distribution among
multiple WLANs in a distributed manner.
Interference from the acquisition of the channels in a
cellular system during Handovers can be reduced
according to [11][7] using a CR to manage the handover.
Indeed, the mobility of the device imposes a different
behavior when changing zones. The terminal must
ensure service continuity of applications and the effective
spectrum management. The authors propose an approach
that uses negotiation, learning, reasoning and prediction to
know the needs of new services in modern wireless
networks. They propose an algorithm to be executed by
the mobile terminal during the cognitive phase of
handover.
The MAS contains several intelligent agents interact with
each other. Each agent can sense and learn. The agent can
select behaviours based on local information and attempt
to maximize overall system performance. In (8), they
described a new approach based on multi-agent
reinforcement learning which is used in CR networks with
ad hoc decentralized control. In other words, they set up
several CR scenarios and affect each case a reward or
penalty. The results of this approach have shown that with
this method, the network can converge to a fair spectrum
sharing and of course it reduces interferences with PUs.
A very interesting approach is proposed in 118| where the
authors have applied reinforcement learning RL on single-
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agent (SARL) and Multi-Agent (MARL) to achieve the
sensitivity and the intelligence. They show in their results
that the SARL and MARL perform a joint action that gives
better performance across the network. They finally said
reinforcement learning algorithm is adapted too be applied
in most application schemas.
In the solution proposed in |I0|, a learning mechanism as
the local MARL is available for each agent. The Local
Learning provides a reward for each agent so that it can
make the right decision and choose the best action. They
modeled each SU node as a learning agent because the
transmitter and receiver share a common result of learning
or knowledge. The authors presented the LCPP (Locally
Confined Payoff Propagation) which is an important
function of reinforcement learning in MAS to achieve
optimality in the cooperation between agents in a
distributed CR network.
A channel selection scheme without negotiation is
considered for multi-user and multichannel in [24]. To
avoid collision incurred by non-coordination, each SU
learns to select channels based in their experiences. The
MARL is applied in the context of Q-learning by
considering the SUs as part of environment. In such a
scheme, each SU senses channels and then selects a
slowed frequency channel to transmit the data, as if no
other SU exists. If two SUs choose the same channel for
data transmission, they will collide with each other and the
data packets cannot be decoded by the receiver. However,
the SUs can try to learn how to avoid each other.
The authors in [12] are interested to the use of IEEE
802.22, and proposed an algorithm called "Decentralized
Q-learning" based on the multi-agent learning theory to
deal with the interference problem caused to PUs. They
modeled the secondary network using MAS where the
different agents are base stations of the IEEE 802.22
WRAN. They proved that the proposed MAS is able to
automatically learn the optimal policy to maintain
protection for PU against interference.

An interactive video conferencing cannot tolerate long
delays because there is not enough time to retransmit lost
packets. Lost packets or very late ones are simply ignored
which will cause deterioration of images and sound.
With a network that provides an acceptable throughput, we
should control the delay (between the transmission and
reception of a packet), jitter (delay variation), usually this
type of applications does not tolerate large jitter to not
damage the image and sound and of course we must also
control the loss of images.
However, we think that CR nodes possess the necessary
qualities to ensure the connection continuity of
videoconferencing and thus ensure a good quality of
service.
In the literature, we found that to have a good QoS in
video conferencing, it is necessary that:





Throughput must be > 384 Kb/s.
Delay must be < 200 ms.
Jitter must be < 30 ms.
Packet loss must be < 1%.

However, as we don't have real data used in the CR and it
is the case of the whole community, we had to play the
role of the expert to assign the needed data for our
simulation.

5. Problematic and Proposed Solutions using
a Single CRMT
The Figure 1 below shows a path followed by a mobile
subscriber when it switches to an area where the signal
quality drops to an unacceptable level (shown in red) due
to a gap in coverage; we assume that the client uses video
conferencing over the route.

The authors of |21| and 119| used the MAS to design a new
cognition cycle with complex interaction between PU, SU
and wireless environments and they used the hidden
Markov chains to model the interactions between users
and the environment. The results of this approach have
shown that the algorithm can guarantee fairness among
users.
What could make the use of MAS in the CR interesting
and more concrete is the existence of a simulation
framework to test the proposed works and approaches.
This is precisely what the authors propose in |9|. Their
platform allows studying the emerging aspect, the
behaviors of heterogeneous CR networks.

4. Quality of Service in video Conferencing
With ihe emergence of new services such as video
conferencing and video streaming, the need to treat the
frames one by one and to know how differentiate services
becomes primordial.
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Figure 1: Signal quality associated to a cognitive radio
5.1. Proposed Solution
After several incidents, the CR should be aware of the
problem. Then, through some geo locations or the ability
to learn the time of the day when this happens, the radio
can anticipate the difference in coverage and know the
necessary signal to the base station to change
characteristics of the signals when the user approaches the
deficient coverage.
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5.2. Application
As mentioned above, we will use video conferencing in
the case of a mobile user who needs to take a path where
the signal quality drops to an unacceptable level due to a
gap in coverage, giving a very low QoS. This can be
remedied by using the CR. but problematic arises: WHEN
and WHY to use cognitive radio?
Most research related to the QoS of video conferencing,
take into account throughput as pertinent parameter. For
this reason, we choose the "'Throughput" as a single
pertinent parameter for our application. For this, a
throughput classification is required, and as we play the
role of the expert, we have created our own database
following certain rules in order to apply our approach. The
database was divided into two parts, the first one for
learning and the second one for testing. The value of the
throughput will change almost ever)' time it is measured
during the day even on the same route, for this reason, our
measures have been taken into account for 5 weeks at 3
different intervals of the day (Sam - I lam. I lam - 3pm,
3pm - 5pm) excluding weekend.
We proposed to affect throughput on three classes:




Gold for samples where the throughput is greater than
384 Kb/s, ensuring 100% quality satisfaction of the
user.
Silver for samples where the throughput is between
160 Kb/s and 384 Kb/s, of acceptable quality.
Bronze for samples where the throughput is less than
l60Kb/s. This means that video conferencing is not
satisfactory, and it is the class that interests us because
this is when we use the CR.

Figure 2: Database Classes
5.2.1. First Question "WHEN"?
For the data classification, we used three different
algorithms derived from the field of machine learning.




The k-nearest neighbor’s algorithm (K-NN) which is a
supervised classification algorithm.
The multilayer perceptron algorithm (MLP of neural
networks).
The C4.5 algorithm of decision trees.

We remark lhat the multi layer perceplron has not given
satisfactory results compared with the other algorithms:
however we did not get 100%. Despite the change of
parameters such as the number of hidden layers, the
number of epochs and the learning rate.
We remark also that the two other algorithms (KNN and
C4.5) have given results of 100%, however if we take a
look at the generated tree, we see is not exactly what we
want because for him the GOLD class starts from a rate of
380 Kb/s instead of 384 Kb/s, this can generate after
mistakes with misclassifying some instances.

Figure 4: Decision rate
Concerning the K-NN algorithm, it was tested with several
values of K on the test database and each time the result
was different, but it is satisfactory until the value of K=6.
For our approach, we chose this algorithm, as it gave the
best results (shown below) in terms of reliability and
Clustering.
Table 1: Classification obtained with KNN
Values of
K

Instances correctly
classified

Misclassified
Instances

K=l

20

100%

0

0%

K=2

19

95%

1

5%

K=3

19

95%

1

5%

K=4

18

90%

2

10%

K=5

18

90%

2

10%

K=6

18

90%

2

10%

For K= 1: All ihe throughput examples were well posted in
their appropriate class. Whereas, with K=2, one sample
was misclassifled, we notice that in the graph.

Figure 5: Classification result of KNN with K=2
Note: items close to the threshold of a class are
misclassified. For example, the instance which have a
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throughput of 159Kb/s was ranked on Silver class instate
of the Bronze one, for the other values of K. the result is
more divergent.
Instance: 13
Throughput: 159.0
Predicted Class: Silver
Class: Bronze
Report: according to the results of the classification, the
cognitive radio will be activated each first day of week
from 8am to 1 lam and from 3pm to 5pm, and ever)'
Wednesday from Sam to 5pm because in these intervals
the throughput belongs to the Bronze class <160Kb/s. So,
through this, the question When is answered.
For more general rules, it would be interesting to consider
the other QoS video conferencing parameters and classify'
these data using other methods of artificial intelligence
such as fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms.
5.2.3. Experimentation Results
To support our proposal and to better understand, we
compared the QoS with and without cognitive radio (case
without CR means that our terminal has only one access
technology and works on the same frequency band).
The graphs below illustrate this comparison. For being
readable, we supposed that the maximum time of rupture
is 5 min and that the tree band set contains 7 bands.

Figure 8: Comparison between the unfavourable scenario
and the case without cognitive radio

6. Conclusions
We presented in this paper a new approach that uses
Cognitive Radio to improve wireless communication for a
cognitive radio mobile terminal by enhancing the QoS of
video conferencing application. Our contribution is
positioned in learning from events (machine learning). Our
expert role has allowed us to choose the throughput
parameter to perform a classification that allows the
terminal used to gain experience for future events that
means that it will know when and where it will activate the
cognitive radio.
The usefulness of cognitive radio is a hypothesis that has
been proved based on the required time for a connection to
a new frequency band and this, whatever of the number of
frequency bands that a terminal used to remedy a failed
connection.
In our future work, we think we can improve the wireless
links reliability and ensure good quality of service to CR
mobile terminals |26| |27| |28| by integrating MAS. We will
seek also to reduce the impact of mobility on cognitive
radio communications by building predictive models of
mobility by referring to previous work such as |29| and
[30].
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